
High Resolutions
Embarking upon a new decade is the perfect chance to turn over a new leaf and make
a fresh start. But whether it’s taking up a hobby or getting rid of a bad habit, you may
need a bit of inspiration before you commit to this extra-special New Year’s resolution.
Here are some locally sourced ideas

David Robinson, manager, Heffers
Bookshop, Cambridge
“I’ll be 53 in 2020 and so, in an act of full
on midlife crisis, I asked Father Christmas
to bring me an acoustic guitar. I have no
musical ability whatsoever but my New
Year’s resolution is to learn to play my
own versions of some 80s synth pop
classics. Think early Depeche Mode/
Human League. Maybe I’ll put them on
YouTube. My wife’s resolution is to buy
some noise cancelling headphones/leave
home.”

Katie Moore, Velvet columnist and
owner, Allotment Café, Cambridge
“Rather than a resolution, I try to think of a
word I would like each year to embody, and
2020 will be a year for kindness. Kindness to
other people, being generous, taking time to
listen and understand other points of view,
but also kindness to myself through regular
self-care and exercise. And, of course,
kindness to the environment through making
conscious lifestyle and business decisions.
Kindness is courage.”

Emily Martin, Velvet
columnist and
presenter, BBC Radio
Cambridgeshire’s That
Friday Feeling
“I make the same
resolutions every year:
read more books, do more
exercise, drink less wine.
But this year I’m adding
have more fun. I talk about
going out all the time on the
show, and then personally
spend 365 days a year
sitting on my sofa watching
TV and eating crisps. 2020
will see me venture outside
at least once a month. And
maybe eat less crisps.”

Nick Carter,
presenter, BBC Radio
Cambridgeshire’s
That Friday Feeling
“My NYR is to stop
endlessly scrolling
through my phone.
Checking emails and
playing music is fine,
but then I go to change
a playlist, post a tweet,
send a text and then 20
mins later I’m liking a
post about a cat picture.
I even drive myself mad
with it, so I’m sure my
family are ready to kill
me. I pledge to be more
phone efficient in 2020!”

Callum Wilkinson, champion race
walker, Bury St Edmunds
“My New Year’s resolution is to be more
patient. I believe 90% of problems will
work themselves out if you can carry on
working hard and trying out solutions
in the face of challenges. I also want to
celebrate achievements. It can be so
easy to always be looking ahead to the
next thing, without taking the time to
celebrate the current achievement and
thinking about how far you’ve come.”
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